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Microsoft Azure Administrator- Exam Guide AZ-103 is a
complete guide that will help you master topics related to
Azure administrator practices. Using this guide, you will
have all the information required to ace the AZ-103 exam
and become a Microsoft Azure administrator expert.
Azure offers an extensive stack of network services that
we can use, from simple Virtual Network and Subnets,
over Network Security Groups and Gateways, to Load
Balancers and many other services. In this book, we’ll
offer the best Azure networking recipes to help you
quickly create network resources and use them to your
advantage.
Build and design multiple types of applications that are
cross-language, platform, and cost-effective by
understanding core Azure principles and foundational
concepts Key Features Get familiar with the different
design patterns available in Microsoft Azure Develop
Azure cloud architecture and a pipeline management
system Get to know the security best practices for your
Azure deployment Book Description Thanks to its
support for high availability, scalability, security,
performance, and disaster recovery, Azure has been
widely adopted to create and deploy different types of
application with ease. Updated for the latest
developments, this third edition of Azure for Architects
helps you get to grips with the core concepts of
designing serverless architecture, including containers,
Kubernetes deployments, and big data solutions. You'll
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learn how to architect solutions such as serverless
functions, you'll discover deployment patterns for
containers and Kubernetes, and you'll explore largescale big data processing using Spark and Databricks.
As you advance, you'll implement DevOps using Azure
DevOps, work with intelligent solutions using Azure
Cognitive Services, and integrate security, high
availability, and scalability into each solution. Finally,
you'll delve into Azure security concepts such as OAuth,
OpenConnect, and managed identities. By the end of
this book, you'll have gained the confidence to design
intelligent Azure solutions based on containers and
serverless functions. What you will learn Understand the
components of the Azure cloud platform Use cloud
design patterns Use enterprise security guidelines for
your Azure deployment Design and implement
serverless and integration solutions Build efficient data
solutions on Azure Understand container services on
Azure Who this book is for If you are a cloud architect,
DevOps engineer, or a developer looking to learn about
the key architectural aspects of the Azure cloud platform,
this book is for you. A basic understanding of the Azure
cloud platform will help you grasp the concepts covered
in this book more effectively.
Understand, create, deploy, and maintain a public cloud
using Microsoft Azure Mastering Microsoft Azure
Infrastructure Services guides you through the process
of creating and managing a public cloud and virtual
network using Microsoft Azure. With step-by-step
instruction and clear explanation, this book equips you
with the skills required to provide services both onPage 2/37
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premises and off-premises through full virtualization,
providing a deeper understanding of Azure's capabilities
as an infrastructure service. Each chapter includes
online videos that visualize and enhance the concepts
presented in the book, and access to a Windows app
that provides instant Azure updates and demonstrates
the process of going from on-premises to public cloud via
Azure. Coverage includes storage customization,
connectivity, virtual networks, backing up, hybrid
environments, System Center management, and more,
giving you everything you need to understand, evaluate,
deploy, and maintain environments that utilize Microsoft
Azure. Understand cost, options, and applications of
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Enable on- and offpremises connectivity to Azure Customize Azure
templates and management processes Exploit key
technologies and embrace the hybrid environment
Mastering Microsoft Azure Infrastructure Services is your
total solution.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam MS-101–and help
demonstrate your real-world mastery of skills and
knowledge needed to manage Microsoft 365 mobility,
security, and related administration tasks. Designed for
experienced IT professionals, Exam Ref focuses on the
critical thinking and decision-making acumen needed for
success at the Microsoft Certified Expert level. Focus on
the expertise measured by these objectives: Implement
modern device services Implement Microsoft 365
security and threat management Manage Microsoft 365
governance and compliance This Microsoft Exam Ref:
Organizes its coverage by exam objectives Features
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strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you Assumes
you are a Microsoft 365 Enterprise Administrator who
participates in evaluating, planning, migrating, deploying,
and managing Microsoft 365 services About the Exam
Exam MS-101 focuses on knowledge needed to
implement Mobile Device Management (MDM); manage
device compliance; plan for devices and apps; plan
Windows 10 deployment; implement Cloud App Security
(CAS), threat management, and Windows Defender
Advanced Threat Protection (ATP); manage security
reports and alerts; configure Data Loss Prevention
(DLP); implement Azure Information Protection (AIP);
and manage data governance, auditing, and eDiscovery.
About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam and
Exam MS-100 Microsoft 365 Identity and Services (and
earning one Microsoft 365 workload administrator
certification or the MCSE: Productivity certification) fulfills
your requirements for the Microsoft 365 Certified:
Enterprise Administrator Expert certification credential.
This demonstrates your ability to evaluate, plan, migrate,
deploy, and manage Microsoft 365 services. See full
details at: microsoft.com/learn
Gain the technical and business insight needed to plan,
deploy, and manage the services provided by the
Microsoft Azure cloud. This second edition focuses on
improving operational decision tipping points for the
professionals leading DevOps and security teams. This
will allow you to make an informed decision concerning
the workloads appropriate for your growing business in
the Azure public cloud. Microsoft Azure starts with an
introduction to Azure along with an overview of its
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architecture services such as IaaS and PaaS. You’ll
also take a look into Azure’s data, artificial intelligence,
and machine learning services. Moving on, you will cover
the planning for and adoption of Azure where you will go
through budgeting, cloud economics, and designing a
hybrid data center. Along the way, you will work with web
apps, network PaaS, virtual machines, and much more.
The final section of the book starts with Azure data
services and big data with an in-depth discussion of
Azure SQL Database, CosmosDB, Azure Data Lakes,
and MySQL. You will further see how to migrate onpremises databases to Azure and use data engineering.
Next, you will discover the various Azure services for
application developers, including Azure DevOps and
ASP.NET web apps. Finally, you will go through the
machine learning and AI tools in Azure, including Azure
Cognitive Services. What You Will Learn Apply design
guidance and best practices using Microsoft Azure to
achieve business growth Create and manage virtual
machines Work with AI frameworks to process and
analyze data to support business decisions and increase
revenue Deploy, publish, and monitor a web app Who
This Book Is For Azure architects and business
professionals looking for Azure deployment and
implementation advice.
Explore powerful Azure DevOps solutions to develop and
deploy your software faster and more efficiently. Key
Features Build modern microservice-based systems with
Azure architecture Learn to deploy and manage cloud
services and virtual machines Configure clusters with
Azure Service Fabric for deployment Book Description
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This Learning Path helps you understand microservices
architecture and leverage various services of Microsoft
Azure Service Fabric to build, deploy, and maintain
highly scalable enterprise-grade applications. You will
learn to select an appropriate Azure backend structure
for your solutions and work with its toolkit and managed
apps to share your solutions with its service catalog. As
you progress through the Learning Path, you will study
Azure Cloud Services, Azure-managed Kubernetes, and
Azure Container Services deployment techniques. To
apply all that you’ve understood, you will build an end-toend Azure system in scalable, decoupled tiers for an
industrial bakery with three business domains. Toward
the end of this Learning Path, you will build another
scalable architecture using Azure Service Bus topics to
send orders between decoupled business domains with
scalable worker roles processing these orders. By the
end of this Learning Path, you will be comfortable in
using development, deployment, and maintenance
processes to build robust cloud solutions on Azure. This
Learning Path includes content from the following Packt
products: Learn Microsoft Azure by Mohamed Wali
Implementing Azure Solutions - Second Edition by
Florian Klaffenbach, Oliver Michalski, Markus Klein
Microservices with Azure by Namit Tanasseri and Rahul
Rai What you will learn Study various Azure Service
Fabric application programming models Create and
manage a Kubernetes cluster in Azure Kubernetes
Service Use site-to-site VPN and ExpressRoute
connections in your environment Design an Azure IoT
app and learn to operate it in various scenarios
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Implement a hybrid Azure design using Azure Stack
Build Azure SQL databases with Code First Migrations
Integrate client applications with Web API and SignalR
on Azure Implement the Azure Active Directory (Azure
AD) across the entire system Who this book is for If you
are an IT system architect, network admin, or a DevOps
engineer who wants to implement Azure solutions for
your organization, this Learning Path is for you. Basic
knowledge of the Azure Cloud platform will be beneficial.
Run your SAP system on Microsoft Azure with this guide
to architecture design and system administration! Get to
know Microsoft Azure and its prerequisites, service
options, and supported SAP products. Plan and build
your system to last with high availability and disaster
recovery, and then see how to migrate and operate your
system once it's live. Learn to configure and use
encryption, backups, automation, compliance, and other
key features. Make your cloud project painless! a.
Designing Your System Begin with design
considerations: sizing, availability, security, cost, and
more. Then understand Microsoft Azure's architecture
and recommended practices for architecture design and
service configuration. Walk through network architecture,
storage options, and optimizations for your system. b.
Operating Your System Make sure your system is
operating at peak efficiency with tools like SAP Solution
Manager and Azure monitor, and keep the bottom line in
mind with cost management tools. c. Protecting Your
System Hope for the best, plan for the worst. Make sure
your system can run without significant downtime (high
availability) and can be restored in the event of failure
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(disaster recovery). Leverage backup mechanisms,
shared storage, and encryption to make your system
resilient! d. Preparing for Migration Evaluate your
migration readiness, preview the states of any migration
project, and begin planning your migration. 1)
Architecture 2) Deployment models and infrastructure 3)
High availability and disaster recovery 4) Automation 5)
Encryption 6) Governance and compliance 7) Backup
and recovery 8) Migration 9) Operations and monitoring
10) Case studies
Cloud applications have a unique set of characteristics.
They run on commodity hardware, provide services to
untrusted users, and deal with unpredictable workloads.
These factors impose a range of problems that you, as a
designer or developer, need to resolve. Your applications
must be resilient so that they can recover from failures,
secure to protect services from malicious attacks, and
elastic in order to respond to an ever changing workload.
This guide demonstrates design patterns that can help
you to solve the problems you might encounter in many
different areas of cloud application development. Each
pattern discusses design considerations, and explains
how you can implement it using the features of Windows
Azure. The patterns are grouped into categories:
availability, data management, design and
implementation, messaging, performance and scalability,
resilience, management and monitoring, and security.
You will also see more general guidance related to these
areas of concern. It explains key concepts such as data
consistency and asynchronous messaging. In addition,
there is useful guidance and explanation of the key
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considerations for designing features such as data
partitioning, telemetry, and hosting in multiple
datacenters. These patterns and guidance can help you
to improve the quality of applications and services you
create, and make the development process more
efficient. Enjoy!

Prepare for Microsoft Exam AZ-103—and help
demonstrate your real-world mastery of deploying
and managing infrastructure in Microsoft Azure cloud
environments. Designed for experienced cloud
professionals ready to advance their status, Exam
Ref focuses on the critical thinking and decisionmaking acumen needed for success at the Microsoft
Certified Associate level. Focus on the expertise
measured by these objectives: Manage Azure
subscriptions and resources Implement and manage
storage Deploy and manage virtual machines (VMs)
Configure and manage virtual networks Manage
identities This Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes its
coverage by exam objectives Features strategic,
what-if scenarios to challenge you Assumes you are
an experienced Azure administrator who
understands and manages diverse storage, security,
networking and/or compute cloud services About the
Exam Exam AZ-103 focuses on skills and
knowledge needed to manage Azure subscriptions;
analyze resource utilization and consumption;
manage resource groups; establish storage
accounts; import/export data; configure Azure files;
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implement backup; create, configure, and automate
VM deployment; manage VMs and VM backups;
implement, manage, and connect virtual networks;
configure name resolution; create and configure
Network Security Groups; manage Azure AD and its
objects; and implement and manage hybrid
identities. About Microsoft Certification Passing
exam AZ-103 earns your Microsoft Certified: Azure
Administrator Associate certification, demonstrating
your skills in implementing, monitoring, and
maintaining Microsoft Azure solutions, including
major services related to compute, storage, network,
and security.
Exam Ref AZ-304 Microsoft Azure Architect Design
offers professional-level preparation that helps
candidates maximize their exam performance and
sharpen their skills on the job. It focuses on specific
areas of expertise modern IT professionals need to
demonstrate real-world mastery of designing
architecting high-value, real-world Azure cloud
applications. Coverage includes designing
monitoring, identity and security, data storage,
business continuity, and infrastructure.
Learn how to design, plan, implement, and support a
secure remote access solution using DirectAccess in
Windows Server 2016. Remote Access has been
included in the Windows operating system for many
years. With each new operating system release, new
features and capabilities have been included to allow
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network engineers and security administrators to
provide remote access in a secure and cost-effective
manner. DirectAccess in Windows Server 2016
provides seamless and transparent, always on
remote network connectivity for managed Windows
devices. DirectAccess is built on commonly deployed
Windows platform technologies and is designed to
streamline and simplify the remote access
experience for end users. In addition, DirectAccess
connectivity is bidirectional, allowing administrators
to more effectively manage and secure their fieldbased assets. Implementing DirectAccess with
Windows Server 2016 provides a high-level overview
of how DirectAccess works. The vision and evolution
of DirectAccess are outlined and business cases and
market drivers are explained. DirectAccess is
evaluated against traditional VPN and this book
describes the Windows platform technologies that
underpin this solution. In addition, this book:
Explains how the technology works and the specific
IT pain points that it addresses Includes detailed,
prescriptive guidance for those tasked with
implementing DirectAccess using Windows Server
2016 Addresses real-world deployment scenarios for
small and large organizations Contains valuable tips,
tricks, and implementation best practices for security
and performance“/li> What you’ll learn A high-level
understanding of the various remote access
technologies included in Windows Server 2016.
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Common uses cases for remote access, and how
best to deploy them in a secure, stable, reliable, and
highly available manner. Valuable insight in to
design best practices and learn how to implement
DirectAccess and VPN with Windows Server 2016
according to deployment best practices. Who This
Book Is For IT administrators, network, and security
administrators and engineers, systems management
professionals, compliance auditors, and IT executive
management (CIO, CISO) are the target audience
for this title.
The perimeter defenses guarding your network
perhaps are not as secure as you think. Hosts
behind the firewall have no defenses of their own, so
when a host in the "trusted" zone is breached,
access to your data center is not far behind. That’s
an all-too-familiar scenario today. With this practical
book, you’ll learn the principles behind zero trust
architecture, along with details necessary to
implement it. The Zero Trust Model treats all hosts
as if they’re internet-facing, and considers the entire
network to be compromised and hostile. By taking
this approach, you’ll focus on building strong
authentication, authorization, and encryption
throughout, while providing compartmentalized
access and better operational agility. Understand
how perimeter-based defenses have evolved to
become the broken model we use today Explore two
case studies of zero trust in production networks on
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the client side (Google) and on the server side
(PagerDuty) Get example configuration for open
source tools that you can use to build a zero trust
network Learn how to migrate from a perimeterbased network to a zero trust network in production
Learn how to migrate your SAP data to Azure simply
and successfully. Key Features Learn why Azure is
suitable for business-critical systems Understand
how to migrate your SAP infrastructure to Azure Use
Lift & shift migration, Lift & migrate, Lift & migrate to
HANA, or Lift & transform to S/4HANA Book
Description Cloud technologies have now reached a
level where even the most critical business systems
can run on them. For most organizations SAP is the
key business system. If SAP is unavailable for any
reason then potentially your business stops.
Because of this, it is understandable that you will be
concerned whether such a critical system can run in
the public cloud. However, the days when you truly
ran your IT system on-premises have long since
gone. Most organizations have been getting rid of
their own data centers and increasingly moving to colocation facilities. In this context the public cloud is
nothing more than an additional virtual data center
connected to your existing network. There are
typically two main reasons why you may consider
migrating SAP to Azure: You need to replace the
infrastructure that is currently running SAP, or you
want to migrate SAP to a new database. Depending
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on your goal SAP offers different migration paths.
You can decide either to migrate the current
workload to Azure as-is, or to combine it with
changing the database and execute both activities
as a single step. SAP on Azure Implementation
Guide covers the main migration options to lead you
through migrating your SAP data to Azure simply
and successfully. What you will learn Successfully
migrate your SAP infrastructure to Azure Understand
the security benefits of Azure See how Azure can
scale to meet the most demanding of business
needs Ensure your SAP infrastructure maintains
high availability Increase business agility through
cloud capabilities Leverage cloud-native capabilities
to enhance SAP Who this book is for SAP on Azure
Implementation Guide is designed to benefit existing
SAP architects looking to migrate their SAP
infrastructure to Azure. Whether you are an architect
implementing the migration or an IT decision maker
evaluating the benefits of migration, this book is for
you.
SAP on Azure Implementation GuideMove your
business data to the cloudPackt Publishing Ltd
Microsoft Azure Architect Technologies: Exam Guide
AZ-300 is a complete guide that will help you master
topics related to Azure architect practices. Using this
guide, you will have all the information required to
take the AZ-300 exam and become a Microsoft
Azure Architect expert.
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Bring the benefits of Azure Pack to your cloud
service and discover the secrets of enterprise class
solutions About This Book Build, deploy and manage
cloud solutions using combination of Windows Azure
Pack, System Center and Hyper-V Impress your
peers at work by learning to build applications that
can leverage the cloud to meet the needs of your
organization Get overall view about the
functionalities of Azure Pack and understand how to
build cloud fabric, Iaas, Paas, DBaaS offerings Who
This Book Is For This book targets cloud and
virtualization professionals willing to get hands-on
exposure to Windows Azure Pack. It will help
virtualization customers adopt cloud architecture and
would also help existing cloud providers to
understand the benefits of Azure Pack. This book
will also be of use to cloud professionals from other
platforms such as VMware/OpenStack to appreciate
and evaluate Azure Pack. What You Will Learn
Learn about Windows Azure Pack architecture Get
Cloud Fabric ready and then plan , install and
configure Windows Azure Pack solution Build VM
clouds and IaaS offerings for private Cloud and
service provider's Cloud solutions. Learn about
planning and deployment of three Cloud services
models of WAP - IaaS, PaaS(WebSites , Service
Bus) , DBaaS(SQL, MySQL) Plan and manage
Azure Pack plans, subscriptions and add on's for
tenants Experience the solution built from tenant or
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customer point of view. Integrate Azure Pack with
Service Management Automation(SMA) to automate
your cloud Solution Extend your Azure Pack
capabilities and integrate it with other vendors or
solutions components such as VMware, Cloud
Cruiser, etc. In Detail Windows Azure Pack is an onpremises cloud solution by Microsoft, which can be
leveraged by Organizations and Services providers
for building an enterprise class cloud solution. WAP
provides consistent experience to Microsoft Azure,
along with capabilities such as multi-tenancy, high
density, self-service, automated. WAP can be
leveraged to provide both IaaS & PaaS Offerings to
internal and external customers. In this book, we will
learn about planning and deployment of Cloud
Fabric for Windows Azure Pack, Azure Pack
components, VM Clouds and IaaS offerings, PaaS
Offering including WebSites & Service Bus, DBaaS
offerings, Automation with SMA, and extending
capabilities with third party products integration and
tenant experience for all services. Style and
approach This book is a step by step guide
accompanied by extensive screenshots to help
existing cloud professionals understand what value
Azure Pack can add in their cloud services and how
it can be deployed.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-532--and help
demonstrate your real-world mastery of Microsoft
Azure solution development. Designed for
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experienced developers ready to advance their
status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and
decision-making acumen needed for success at the
Microsoft Specialist level. Focus on the expertise
measured by these objectives: Design and
implement Websites Create and manage Virtual
Machines Design and implement Cloud Services
Design and implement a storage strategy Manage
application and network services This Microsoft
Exam Ref: Organizes its coverage by exam
objectives Features strategic, what-if scenarios to
challenge you Will be valuable for Microsoft Azure
developers, solution architects, DevOps engineers,
and QA engineers Assumes you have experience
designing, programming, implementing, automating,
and monitoring Microsoft Azure solutions and that
you are proficient with tools, techniques, and
approaches for building scalable, resilient solutions
Developing Microsoft Azure Solutions About the
Exam Exam 70-532 focuses on the skills and
knowledge needed to develop Microsoft Azure
solutions that include websites, virtual machines,
cloud services, storage, application services, and
network services. About Microsoft Certification
Passing this exam earns you a Microsoft Specialist
certification in Microsoft Azure, demonstrating your
expertise with the Microsoft Azure enterprise-grade
cloud platform. You can earn this certification by
passing Exam 70-532, Developing Microsoft Azure
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Solutions; or Exam 70-533, Implementing Microsoft
Azure Infrastructure Solutions; or Exam 70-534,
Architecting Microsoft Azure Solutions. See full
details at: microsoft.com/learning
An expert guide for IT administrators needing to create
and manage a public cloud and virtual network using
Microsoft Azure With Microsoft Azure challenging
Amazon Web Services (AWS) for market share, there
has been no better time for IT professionals to broaden
and expand their knowledge of Microsoft’s flagship
virtualization and cloud computing service. Microsoft
Azure Infrastructure Services for Architects: Designing
Cloud Solutions helps readers develop the skills required
to understand the capabilities of Microsoft Azure for
Infrastructure Services and implement a public cloud to
achieve full virtualization of data, both on and off
premise. Microsoft Azure provides granular control in
choosing core infrastructure components, enabling IT
administrators to deploy new Windows Server and Linux
virtual machines, adjust usage as requirements change,
and scale to meet the infrastructure needs of their entire
organization. This accurate, authoritative book covers
topics including IaaS cost and options, customizing VM
storage, enabling external connectivity to Azure virtual
machines, extending Azure Active Directory, replicating
and backing up to Azure, disaster recovery, and much
more. New users and experienced professionals alike
will: Get expert guidance on understanding, evaluating,
deploying, and maintaining Microsoft Azure
environments from Microsoft MVP and technical
specialist John Savill Develop the skills to set up cloudPage 18/37
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based virtual machines, deploy web servers, configure
hosted data stores, and use other key Azure
technologies Understand how to design and implement
serverless and hybrid solutions Learn to use enterprise
security guidelines for Azure deployment Offering the
most up to date information and practical advice,
Microsoft Azure Infrastructure Services for Architects:
Designing Cloud Solutions is an essential resource for IT
administrators, consultants and engineers responsible
for learning, designing, implementing, managing, and
maintaining Microsoft virtualization and cloud
technologies.
Become a proficient Microsoft Azure solutions architect
Azure certifications are critical to the millions of IT
professionals Microsoft has certified as MCSE and
MCSA in Windows Server in the last 20 years. All of
these professionals need to certify in key Azure exams to
stay current and advance in their careers. Exams AZ-303
and AZ-304 are the key solutions architect exams that
experienced Windows professionals will find most useful
at the intermediate and advanced points of their careers.
Microsoft Azure Architect Technologies and Design
Complete Study Guide Exams AZ-303 and AZ-304
covers the two critical Microsoft Azure exams that
intermediate and advanced Microsoft IT professionals
will need to show proficiency as their organizations move
to the Azure cloud. • Understand Azure • Set up your
Microsoft Cloud network • Solve real-world problems •
Get the confidence to pass the exam By learning all of
these things plus using the Study Guide review
questions and practice exams, the reader will be ready to
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take the exam and perform the job with confidence.
This book covers a practical approach for adopting and
migrating on premises systems and applications to the
Public Cloud. Based on a clear migration master plan, it
helps companies and enterprises to be prepared for
Cloud computing, what and how to successfully migrate
or deploy systems on Cloud, preparing your IT
organization with a sound Cloud Governance model,
Security in the Cloud and how to reach the benefits of
Cloud computing by automation and optimizing your cost
and workloads.
Adopt Azure IaaS and migrate your on-premise
infrastructure partially or fully to Azure. This book
provides practical solutions by following Microsoft’s
design and best practice guidelines for building highly
available, scalable, and secure solution stacks using
Microsoft Azure IaaS. The author starts by giving an
overview of Azure IaaS and its components: you’ll see
the new aspects of Azure Resource Manager, storage in
IaaS, and Azure networking. As such, you’ll cover
design considerations for migration and implementation
of infrastructure services, giving you practical skills to
apply to your own projects. The next part of the book
takes you through the different components of Azure
IaaS that need to be included in a resilient architecture
and how to set up a highly available infrastructure in
Azure. The author focuses on the tools available for
Azure IaaS automated provisioning and the different
performance monitoring and fine-tuning options available
for the platform. Finally, you’ll gain practical skills in
Azure security and implementing Azure architectures.
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After reading Practical Microsoft Azure IaaS, you will
have learned how to map the familiar on-premise
architecture components to their cloud infrastructure
counterparts. This book provides a focused and practical
approach to designing solutions to be hosted in Azure
IaaS. What You Will Learn Map the key Azure
components to familiar concepts in infrastructure, such
as virtualization, storage provisioning, switching, and
firewalls Implement Azure IaaS deployment architectures
Design IaaS environments in line with the Microsoft
recommended best practices for scalability, resiliency,
availability, performance, and security Manage the
operational aspects of hosted environments, leverage
automation, and fine tune for optimal performance Who
This Book Is For Infrastructure and solution architects
with skills in on-premise infrastructure design who want
to up-skill in Azure IaaS.
Prepare for the newest versions of Microsoft Exam
70-533–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of
implementing Microsoft Azure Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). Designed for experienced IT professionals ready
to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical
thinking and decision-making acumen needed for
success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise
measured by these objectives: Design and implement
Azure App Service Apps Create and manage compute
resources, and implement containers Design and
implement a storage strategy, including storage
encryption Implement virtual networks, including new
techniques for hybrid connections Design and deploy
ARM Templates Manage Azure security and Recovery
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Services Manage Azure operations, including automation
and data analysis Manage identities with Azure AD
Connect Health, Azure AD Domain Services, and Azure
AD single sign on This Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes
its coverage by exam objectives Features strategic, whatif scenarios to challenge you Assumes you are an IT
professional with experience implementing and
monitoring cloud and hybrid solutions and/or supporting
application lifecycle management This book covers the
533 objectives as of December 2017. If there are
updates for this book, you will find them at
https://aka.ms/examref5332E/errata. About the Exam
Exam 70-533 focuses on skills and knowledge for
provisioning and managing services in Microsoft Azure,
including: implementing infrastructure components such
as virtual networks, virtual machines, containers, web
and mobile apps, and storage; planning and managing
Azure AD, and configuring Azure AD integration with onpremises Active Directory domains. About Microsoft
Certification Passing this exam helps qualify you for
MCSA: Cloud Platform Microsoft Certified Solutions
Associate certification, demonstrating your expertise in
applying Microsoft cloud technologies to reduce costs
and deliver value. To earn this certification, you must
also pass any one of the following exams: 70-532
Developing Microsoft Azure Solutions, or 70-534
Architecting Microsoft Azure Solutions, or 70-535,
Architecting Microsoft Azure Solutions, or 70-537:
Configuring and Operating a Hybrid Cloud with Microsoft
Azure Stack.
This book provides a comprehensive review of cloud
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philosophy, design principals, development trends as
well as practical patterns to guide readers to understand,
design and implement successful cloud-based solutions.
This book provides both "hows" and "whys." It peers
behind the buzz words such as machine learning,
containers, and blockchains to help readers understand
how to put those technologies into practical use. This
unique book covers a broad spectrum of technologies of
cloud computing.
With their rapidly changing architecture and API-driven
automation, cloud platforms come with unique security
challenges and opportunities. This hands-on book guides
you through security best practices for multivendor cloud
environments, whether your company plans to move
legacy on-premises projects to the cloud or build a new
infrastructure from the ground up. Developers, IT
architects, and security professionals will learn cloudspecific techniques for securing popular cloud platforms
such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and
IBM Cloud. Chris Dotson—an IBM senior technical staff
member—shows you how to establish data asset
management, identity and access management,
vulnerability management, network security, and incident
response in your cloud environment.
Microsoft Azure Architect - Exam Guide AZ-303 is a
complete guide to mastering topics related to Azure
Architect practices. With detailed coverage of concepts
and techniques, you’ll gain the knowledge and skills
required to take and pass the AZ-303 exam and become
a Microsoft Azure Architect expert.
Untouched since 1953, the Korean DMZ (Demilitarized
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Zone) has transformed itself into one of the few
ecologically pristine zones and a vital habitat for
endangered species. Often cited as a potential "peace
park", it could one day be a common ground for
reconciliation and harmony. A wealth of data and
information has been produced over time, documenting
significant aspects of the DMZ and its implications for
human and ecological security, both in Korea and
worldwide. However, there is no single book in English
that brings together the findings on the mechanism of
evolution, the ecology and biodiversity of the DMZ. "The
DMZ of Korea", by Kwi-Gon Kim, is the first step in this
direction. It seeks to link scientific information and policy
making for the future DMZ ecosystem management,
taking into account the fact that the area has become,
over the years, a natural treasure as a habitat for rare
birds and other wildlife and a fertile environment for a
thriving plant community. It also provides a framework for
ensuring the long-term sustainability of the DMZ. The
book holistically describes the current environmental
status of the DMZ, and identifies bioregions, resources,
habitats, and species. By outlining the current scientific
data and information needed to classify the different
wetland types, assess the biological integrity, understand
the threat factors, and to suggest conservation and
management strategies, the book provides a "one stop
shop" scientific and policy source of information, which
will undoubtedly be of great interest to students,
researchers, practitioners, and policy decision-makers, in
the areas of planning, natural resource management,
public management, ecology, landscape architecture,
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geography, and the life sciences. Prof.Dr.Kwi-Gon Kim
obtained his Ph.D. at UCL, University of London, UK. He
is a professor emeritus at Seoul National University and
the Co- President of the Korea DMZ Council in Seoul,
Korea.

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Implement maximum control, security,
and compliance processes in Azure cloud
environments In Microsoft Azure Security
Infrastructure ,1/e three leading experts show how to
plan, deploy, and operate Microsoft Azure with
outstanding levels of control, security, and
compliance. You’ll learn how to prepare
infrastructure with Microsoft’s integrated tools,
prebuilt templates, and managed services–and use
these to help safely build and manage any
enterprise, mobile, web, or Internet of Things (IoT)
system. The authors guide you through enforcing,
managing, and verifying robust security at physical,
network, host, application, and data layers. You’ll
learn best practices for security-aware deployment,
operational management, threat mitigation, and
continuous improvement–so you can help protect all
your data, make services resilient to attack, and stay
in control no matter how your cloud systems evolve.
Three Microsoft Azure experts show you how to: •
Understand cloud security boundaries and
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responsibilities • Plan for compliance, risk
management, identity/access management,
operational security, and endpoint and data
protection • Explore Azure’s defense-in-depth
security architecture • Use Azure network security
patterns and best practices • Help safeguard data
via encryption, storage redundancy, rights
management, database security, and storage
security • Help protect virtual machines with
Microsoft Antimalware for Azure Cloud Services and
Virtual Machines • Use the Microsoft Azure Key
Vault service to help secure cryptographic keys and
other confidential information • Monitor and help
protect Azure and on-premises resources with Azure
Security Center and Operations Management Suite •
Effectively model threats and plan protection for IoT
systems • Use Azure security tools for operations,
incident response, and forensic investigation
Avoid getting lost in the complexity of Azure with The
Azure Cloud Native Architecture Mapbook. This
book will give you an expert-guided tour of Azure
and help you map different architectural perspectives
for various architecture disciplines. You'll learn how
to apply the different architectural styles and become
a better Azure Architect.
Learn Azure’s cloud capabilities with the help of this
introductory guide to employing Azure for your cloud
infrastructure needs. Key Features Get a clear
overview of Azure's capabilities and benefits, and
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learn how to get started efficiently Develop the ability
to opt for cloud architecture and design that best fits
your organization Leverage Azure opportunities for
cost savings and optimization Book Description
Microsoft Azure is a powerful cloud computing
platform that offers a multitude of services and
capabilities for organizations of any size moving to a
cloud strategy. Azure Strategy and Implementation
Guide Third Edition encapsulates the entire
spectrum of measures involved in Azure deployment
that includes understanding Azure fundamentals,
choosing a suitable cloud architecture, building on
design principles, becoming familiar with Azure
DevOps, and learning best practices for optimization
and management. The book begins by introducing
you to the Azure cloud platform and demonstrating
the substantial scope of digital transformation and
innovation that can be achieved by leveraging
Azure’s capabilities. The guide further acquaints you
with practical insights on application modernization,
Azure Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) deployment,
infrastructure management, key application
architectures, best practices of Azure DevOps, and
Azure automation. By the end of this book, you will
be proficient in driving Azure operations right from
the planning and cloud migration stage to cost
management and troubleshooting. What you will
learn Deploy and run Azure infrastructure services
Carry out detailed planning for migrating applications
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to the cloud with Azure Move underlying code class
structure into a serverless model Use a gateway to
isolate your services and applications Define roles
and responsibilities in DevOps Implement release &
deployment coordination and automation Who this
book is for Azure Strategy and Implementation
Guide Third Edition is designed to benefit Azure
architects, cloud solution architects, Azure
developers, Azure administrators, and anyone who
wants to develop an expertise in operating and
administering the Azure cloud. A basic familiarity
with operating systems and databases will help you
grasp the concepts covered in this book.
Cloud offers new opportunities and more and more
features every day. All services hosted in local Data
Centers are now available in Azure. In this book,
we’ll show you how to work in Azure and how to use
Azure resources to your advantage.
Discover high-value Azure security insights, tips, and
operational optimizations This book presents
comprehensive Azure Security Center techniques for
safeguarding cloud and hybrid environments.
Leading Microsoft security and cloud experts Yuri
Diogenes and Dr. Thomas Shinder show how to
apply Azure Security Center’s full spectrum of
features and capabilities to address protection,
detection, and response in key operational
scenarios. You’ll learn how to secure any Azure
workload, and optimize virtually all facets of modern
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security, from policies and identity to incident
response and risk management. Whatever your role
in Azure security, you’ll learn how to save hours,
days, or even weeks by solving problems in most
efficient, reliable ways possible. Two of Microsoft’s
leading cloud security experts show how to: •
Assess the impact of cloud and hybrid environments
on security, compliance, operations, data protection,
and risk management • Master a new security
paradigm for a world without traditional perimeters •
Gain visibility and control to secure compute,
network, storage, and application workloads •
Incorporate Azure Security Center into your security
operations center • Integrate Azure Security Center
with Azure AD Identity Protection Center and thirdparty solutions • Adapt Azure Security Center’s builtin policies and definitions for your organization •
Perform security assessments and implement Azure
Security Center recommendations • Use incident
response features to detect, investigate, and
address threats • Create high-fidelity fusion alerts to
focus attention on your most urgent security issues •
Implement application whitelisting and just-in-time
VM access • Monitor user behavior and access, and
investigate compromised or misused credentials •
Customize and perform operating system security
baseline assessments • Leverage integrated threat
intelligence to identify known bad actors
A hands-on guide to mastering Azure cloud design
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patterns and best practices. Key Features Master
architectural design patterns in Azure. Get hands-on
with implementing design patterns. Implement best
practices for improving efficiency and security Book
Description A well designed cloud infrastructure
covers factors such as consistency, maintenance,
simplified administration and development, and
reusability. Hence it is important to choose the right
architectural pattern as it has a huge impact on the
quality of cloud-hosted services. This book covers all
Azure design patterns and functionalities to help you
build your cloud infrastructure so it fits your system
requirements. This book initially covers design
patterns that are focused on factors such as
availability and data management/monitoring. Then
the focus shifts to complex design patterns such as
multitasking, improving scalability, valet keys, and so
on, with practical use cases. The book also supplies
best practices to improve the security and
performance of your cloud. By the end of this book,
you will thoroughly be familiar with the different
design and architectural patterns available with
Windows Azure and capable of choosing the best
pattern for your system. What you will learn Learn to
organize Azure access Design the core areas of the
Azure Execution Model Work with storage and data
management Create a health endpoint monitoring
pattern Automate early detection of anomalies
Identify and secure Azure features Who this book is
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for This book is targeted at cloud architects and
cloud solution providers who are looking for an
extensive guide to implementing different patterns
for the deployment and maintenance of services in
Microsoft Azure. Prior experience with Azure is
required as the book is completely focused on
design patterns.
Manage all the mobile devices your workforce relies
on Learn how to use Microsoft’s breakthrough
Enterprise Mobility Suite to help securely manage all
your BYOD and company-owned mobile devices:
Windows, iOS, and Android. Two of the leading
mobile device management experts at Microsoft
show you how to systematically help protect
employee privacy and corporate assets without
compromising productivity. You’ll find best practices,
step-by-step guidance, and real-world scenarios for
every stage of planning, design, deployment, and
administration. Empower your mobile users while
improving security and controlling costs Master
proven best practices for centrally managing
smartphones and tablets Plan mobile strategies that
encompass users, devices, apps, and data
Overcome BYOD’s unique challenges, constraints,
and compliance issues Provide common “hybrid”
user identities and a seamless experience across all
resources: on-premises, datacenter, and cloud
Simplify and improve device enrollment, monitoring,
and troubleshooting Help safeguard both corporate
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and personal information
Transform your datacenter for breakthrough
flexibility, agility, and scalability! Using public,
private, and hybrid cloud services, you can transform
your datacenter to serve fast-changing workloads,
process and analyze enormous amounts of data,
and achieve unprecedented flexibility and value. In
this guide, two world-renowned experts in Microsoft
datacenter technology show how to effectively
leverage current legacy systems as you incorporate
your optimal mix of cloud services. Drawing on
extensive experience implementing Microsoft cloud
solutions, they walk you step-by-step through your
entire transition: strategy, deployment, security,
identity protection, management, PowerShell
automation, and more. Two concluding chapters
offer indispensable advice for maximizing datacenter
efficiency and supporting future innovation. Two
leading enterprise cloud and Windows Server
experts show how to: Move from legacy IT models to
an agile service structure Implement managed selfservice, iteration-based software updates, immutable
infrastructure, and other elements of a modern IT
environment Plan and smoothly integrate onpremises, Azure, Azure Stack, and Hybrid Cloud
components Fortify IT security now and in the future
Safeguard identities via new models and tools,
including Remote Credential Guard Protect the OS,
on premises and in the cloud Optimize datacenter
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efficiency via enterprise-class virtualization and other
advanced technologies Promote innovation via
microservices, DevOps, and NanoServer
containerization
Prevent destructive attacks to your Azure public
cloud infrastructure, remove vulnerabilities, and
instantly report cloud security readiness. This book
provides comprehensive guidance from a security
insider's perspective. Cyber Security on Azure
explains how this 'security as a service' (SECaaS)
business solution can help you better manage
security risk and enable data security control using
encryption options such as Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) cryptography. Discover best
practices to support network security groups, web
application firewalls, and database auditing for threat
protection. Configure custom security notifications of
potential cyberattack vectors to prevent unauthorized
access by hackers, hacktivists, and industrial spies.
What You'll Learn This book provides step-by-step
guidance on how to: Support enterprise security
policies Improve cloud security Configure intrusion
detection Identify potential vulnerabilities Prevent
enterprise security failures Who This Book Is For IT,
cloud, and security administrators; CEOs, CIOs, and
other business professionals
A comprehensive guide to architecting, managing,
implementing, and controlling multi-cloud environments Key
Features Deliver robust multi-cloud environments and
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improve your business productivity Stay in control of the cost,
governance, development, security, and continuous
improvement of your multi-cloud solution Integrate different
solutions, principles, and practices into one multi-cloud
foundation Book Description Multi-cloud has emerged as one
of the top cloud computing trends, with businesses wanting to
reduce their reliance on only one vendor. But when
organizations shift to multiple cloud services without a clear
strategy, they may face certain difficulties, in terms of how to
stay in control, how to keep all the different components
secure, and how to execute the cross-cloud development of
applications. This book combines best practices from different
cloud adoption frameworks to help you find solutions to these
problems. With step-by-step explanations of essential
concepts and practical examples, you'll begin by planning the
foundation, creating the architecture, designing the
governance model, and implementing tools, processes, and
technologies to manage multi-cloud environments. You'll then
discover how to design workload environments using different
cloud propositions, understand how to optimize the use of
these cloud technologies, and automate and monitor the
environments. As you advance, you'll delve into multi-cloud
governance, defining clear demarcation models and
management processes. Finally, you'll learn about managing
identities in multi-cloud: who's doing what, why, when, and
where By the end of this book, you'll be able to create,
implement, and manage multi-cloud architectures with
confidence What you will learn Get to grips with the core
functions of multiple cloud platforms Deploy, automate, and
secure different cloud solutions Design network strategy and
get to grips with identity and access management for multicloud Design a landing zone spanning multiple cloud
platforms Use automation, monitoring, and management tools
for multi-cloud Understand multi-cloud management with the
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principles of BaseOps, FinOps, SecOps, and DevOps Define
multi-cloud security policies and use cloud security tools Test,
integrate, deploy, and release using multi-cloud CI/CD
pipelines Who this book is for This book is for architects and
lead engineers involved in architecting multi-cloud
environments, with a focus on getting governance right to
stay in control of developments in multi-cloud. Basic
knowledge of different cloud platforms (Azure, AWS, GCP,
VMWare, and OpenStack) and understanding of IT
governance is necessary.
Design effective Azure architecture and transform your IT
business solutions Key Features Develop a resilient and
robust cloud environment Deploy and manage cost-effective
and highly available solutions on your public cloud Design
and implement enterprise-level cloud solutions Book
Description Azure provides cloud-based solutions to support
your business demands. Building and running solutions on
Azure will help your business maximize the return on
investment and minimize the total cost of ownership. HandsOn Cloud Solutions with Azure focuses on addressing the
architectural decisions that usually arise when you design or
migrate a solution to Microsoft Azure. You will start by
designing the building blocks of infrastructure solution on
Azure, such as Azure compute, storage, and networking,
followed by exploring the database options it offers. You will
get to grips with designing scalable web and mobile solutions
and understand where to host your Active Directory and
Identity Solution. Moving on, you’ll learn how to extend
DevOps to Azure. You will also beneft from some exciting
services that enable extremely smooth operations and
streamlined DevOps between on-premises and cloud. The
book will help you to design a secure environment for your
solution, on both the Cloud and hybrid. Toward the end,
you’ll see how to manage and monitor cloud and hybrid
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solutions. By the end of this book, you will be armed with all
the tools and knowledge you need to properly plan and
design your solutions on Azure, whether it’s for a brand new
project or migration project. What you will learn Get started
with Azure by understanding tenants, subs, and resource
groups Decide whether to “lift and shift” or migrate apps Plan
and architect solutions in Azure Build ARM templates for
Azure resources Develop and deploy solutions in Azure
Understand how to monitor and support your application with
Azure Make your life easier with Azure best practices and tips
Who this book is for If you’re an IT consultant, developer, or
solutions architect looking to design effective solutions for
your organization, this book is for you. Some knowledge of
cloud computing will assist with understanding the key
concepts covered in this book.
Get the definitive guide on designing applications on the
Microsoft application platformâ€”straight from the Microsoft
patterns & practices team. Learn how to choose the most
appropriate architecture and the best implementation
technologies that the Microsoft application platform offers
applications developers. Get critical design recommendations
and guidelines organized by application typeâ€”from Web,
mobile, and rich Internet applications to Office Business
Applications. Youâ€™ll also get links to additional technical
resources that can help with your application development.
This Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) IT
Professional curriculum prepares certification students for
success every step of the way. This 70-413 Designing and
Implementing a Server Infrastructure exam course is the first
of a series of two exams Microsoft Certified Solutions
Associates (MCSE) candidates are required to pass to gain
the MCSE: Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012
R2 certification. These MCSE exams test the skills and
knowledge necessary to design, implement, and maintain a
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Windows Server 2012 infrastructure in an enterprise scaled,
highly virtualized environment. Passing these exams confirms
students’ ability to plan, configure, and implement the
Windows Server 2012 services, such as server deployment,
server virtualization, and network access and infrastructure.
This complete ready-to-teach MOAC program is mapped to
all of the exam objectives.
Design an enterprise solution from scratch that allows the
migration of a legacy application. Begin with the planning and
design phase and be guided through all the stages of
selecting the architecture framework that fits your enterprise.
Join Microsoft MVP Josh Garverick as he addresses all major
areas of design and implementation—application,
infrastructure, data, security, and deployment—while
leveraging the power and tools of Visual Studio Team
Services (VSTS) to bring DevOps to the forefront. With an
emphasis on principles and best practices of enterprise
design, you will discover how to recognize existing patterns
within the legacy platform and to identify potential risks,
bottlenecks, and candidates for automation. What You’ll
Learn Accurately and completely capture baseline information
about a legacy system Leverage enterprise patterns for
constructing next-generation platforms in the cloud Design,
plan, and implement deployment pipelines to enable
continuous delivery Identify and implement cloud-based
platform components to reduce total cost of ownership
Understand testing and validation: iterative component
authoring, monitoring, deployment, and performance Price
and perform capacity planning for cloud-based infrastructure
and workloads Who This Book Is For Enterprise architects
and IT professionals who are required to keep legacy
applications relevant in today’s cloud-first world
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